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ABSTRACT
This paper treated the topic of the social part of writing and the responsibility of the craftsman in the public eye. It explained that there are really two kinds of writing which are oral and composed literary works. Disregarding the presence of these two primary branches of writing, the paper additionally demonstrated that there exist a few different types of writing which are ordered by their objectives or the goal of the craftsman. Among these types of writing, individuals may refer to: unadulterated writing, connected writing, music and melodies, writing of promulgation, writing of escape and unwinding. In like way, the paper exhibited that writing is by nature connected to the general public in which the author lives, for he is very enlivened and guided by the social substances, and additionally the earth which assumes an imperative part in the aesthetic and abstract generation or creation. He accordingly, turns into the hireling of his general public and the voice of his kin. It likewise portrayed the noteworthy and unquestionable connection between oral writing and the kept in touch with one. The investigation really inferred that any sort of writing is helpful and imperative, for there is no terrible or great writing and everything relies upon the essence of the peruser and his scholarly and artistic ability to properly translate and welcome a bit of writing paying little heed to its frame or classification.

KEYWORDS: Literature, orature, Accountability, the Literary Artist, Society and Commitment.

INTRODUCTION
Writing, similar to each other thing in the lives of individuals by and large, is of vital significance in the presence of any individuals or country attempting to control nature and live in agreement with its quick social area. For example, individuals eat with a specific end goal to live, they do numerous things for different reasons which add to ease or look after life, and there are even individuals among whom some have dedicated themselves to the generation of works of writing. They may have as an intend to engage individuals in their social orders; to keep them side by side of their history, over a wide span of time, and in addition their societies. In like way, writing has also different capacities next to giving just delight or engaging the peruser or society. The most imperative capacity of writing is to bring issues to light in the peruser on a few parts of life in his general public and in his immediate surroundings with the goal that he or she could intentionally add to the advancement of the general public in which he or she lives.
This sort of capacity is communicated through various abstract classes, for example, verse, show, short stories, novel, verse and articles.

As in the over a similar capacity is confirm in oral writing or orature, particularly in puzzles, sayings, tunes and others. Despite the fact that at a first sight, the fundamental reason for some journalists, particularly in contemporary social orders over the four noteworthy landmasses and in Western nations specifically, is to get installment for their works, in the African setting, this was very surprising in light of the fact that African creators in their lion's share initially composed their bits of writing to battle against dominion and expansionism. They are these days basically occupied with the battle for the psychological decolonization of Africa and the deconstruction of the negative delineations and pictures of Africans and Blacks in Western frontier talks, media, writing, silver screen, and also in some alleged logical works. This does not imply that Western creators were or are not dedicated to the reason for their social orders and networks. For example, Shakespeare " s Hamlet (1603), Macbeth (1607), King Lear (1608) are cases of artistic preparations in British writing and Achebe " s Things Fall Apart (1958), No Longer quiet (1960), A Man of the People (1966) are additionally cases of abstract accounts in African writing. They were altogether composed by those settled journalists to make individuals mindful of the different parts of life and substances which were escaped the majority in the West and in the South. This suggests both Western and African essayists are at the administration of their social orders and countries. The underneath segments in this manner try to outline and clarify the vital part of writing in the public eye. As it were, the paper endeavors to demonstrate the connection amongst society and writing and to a bigger degree the connection amongst writing and networks living in a given society. It likewise represents the distinctive structures and sorts of writing that exist and the manner by which writing ought to be seen and interpreted by the peruser of writing from Africa to Europe. This really brings us to indicate that the risky of the investigation is to exhibit and substantiate that there exist two kinds of writing (oral and composed written works) and that any abstract work ought to undisputedly serve and be focused on the general public where was conceived or experience the scholarly craftsmen.

The methodological strategy that we use to concretize the goals of the examination is socio-authentic, for the investigation utilizes history as the fundamental apparatus to depict the unquestionable connection amongst oral and composed written works. It at that point utilizes society as an essential paradigm to demonstrate the significance of writing and the responsibility of the scholarly craftsman in the public eye, and also the utility of writing for the advancement of social orders in Africa, Europe, America and whatever remains of the world.

LITERATURE AND KINDS OF LITERATURE

The word writing as comprehended by Westerners is for the most part alluded to as composed works or composed letters. In that degree, individuals may think about verse, short stories, books, dramatization, books of assorted types, and in addition things like sales " handouts, magazines, daily papers as bits of writing. In Africa, writing is mostly observed as any composed or oral piece or material which has an imaginative esteem including composed works, as in the above, and also oral works, for example, conundrums, melodies, moves, folktales, legends, sayings and numerous other masterful manifestations. In its oversimplified definition, writing is any composed or talked material on a particular subject or topic that has an aesthetic esteem and its medium of movement is mostly dialect and discourse. It can likewise be viewed as a field of concentrate that arrangements with all the inventive maxims or works of a gathering of individuals in a network, a place and others. In similar flow, Agyekum opines that:

From there on, it winds up vital to stress and determine that there are two sorts of writing which are: oral and composed written works. It at that point utilizes society as an essential paradigm to demonstrate the significance of writing and the responsibility of the scholarly craftsman in the public eye, and also the utility of writing for the advancement of social orders in Africa, Europe, America and whatever remains of the world.
extravagance is expanded each year (2009:6)"

On another arrangement, writing should be widespread as far as humanistic qualities and equity yet this may fluctuate starting with one land area then onto the next as a result of the complex social ideological particularities of each racial and social area. All things considered, writing is to be understood as a pretty much evident picture, or motivation of real life and there really exists a widespread shared trait between common written works disregarding the way that each nation has its own particular writing which reflects its socio-political life and social specificities. It is additionally applicable to indicate that each writing isn't just a statement of feelings, of thoughts and goals, which have a lasting quality and which are of enthusiasm for men in each age and in each nation, yet it is likewise the locus whereby social convictions and rehearse and authentic references of a people are protected. It is the entirety of all these which have incited and kept up the lastingness and comprehensiveness of awesome abstract ordinances abandoned by people groups in remote ages and nations. This is the reason Homer’s ‘Illiad’ (interpretation in November 2011 by Richmond Lattimore) and Virgil’s ‘Aenied’ (19 B.C.E. Deciphered by John Dryden) written in old Greece and Rome are still perused and delighted in by numerous individuals all around the globe with various translations and thanks. In the light of what goes before, it can without much of a stretch be declared that writing isn’t of one age yet all things considered, not of one nation but rather all things considered. This demonstrates the degree to which writing is borderless and ageless in light of the fact that a Japanese scholarly work can be re-appropriated by different countries of the world through perusing and scattering. What's more, time does neither breaking point the contemporariness of a work distributed in the seventeenth or twentieth century, for a scholarly content is constantly unceasing in topic and subjects.

Another everlasting and intriguing issue raised about writing is its inceptions. For example, writing, as known today, is for the most part accepted to be imagined by antiquated Greeks and it included history, rationality, show and verse. On this premise, precolonial Africa is qualified as a period amid which neither writing nor human advancement exists in Africa and the precolonial African Man is additionally delineated as „uncivilized and does not have any masterful innovativeness or creative energy. This Eurocentric development of Africa, to legitimize the colonization of the landmass, is certainly censured by NgugiWaThiong o in the accompanying words:

EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF LITERATURE

When discussing the improvement of writing, it is important to recognize writing and education since writing preceded proficiency and writing has known diverse structures previously being put into composing. This elucidates the association between both. For example, writing, which individuals know originates before education, comes in two folds: antiquated and contemporary or present day writing. Antiquated writing was oral or talked. It was generally as tunes or verse with a specific end goal to make it simpler for the writer and audience to remember. With the coming of composing, individuals have turned out to be ready to impart in space and time in a more proficient manner. The development of composing added to the introduction of what is alluded to as written history and composed craftsmanship. The most punctual compositions were in this way adapted to educate about laws, supplications and business in the general public; implying that they were preferably useful than expressive. Like orature, proficiency spread out with the creation and improvement of mechanical techniques for printing. This enables writing to advance from basic supplier of data to communicating people’s sentiments, feelings, encounters and ideological positions and responsibility through the composed letters. Any writing, either Western literary works or African ones, has created from orality to composed craftsmanship or writing. Along these lines, composed craftsmanship before being in composed or print frame, was as a matter of first importance oral and expressive and it got created because of the codification and appearance of talks into composed signs, images and words. Any writing of the world initially rose in the types of melodies or music and oral verse. The following area hence demonstrates the degree to which music is litera.

MUSIC: ANOTHER FORM OF LITERATURE

As declared in the above, it is exceedingly remarkable to clarify that one of the primary types of oral written works was music, particularly melodies and moves. Before digging into the core of the issue in question here, let us perceive how music might be characterized? As indicated by the Webster’s New Dictionary (1997) , music is "the specialty of communicating or causing a feeling by sweet and amicable mixes of notes; the laws of this; piece in this craftsmanship; such organization spoke to on paper (p.230). " The definition demonstrates to us that music is another type of writing which pervades wherever individuals go: at home, at work, in stores, and so on. Music has
THE SOCIAL ROLE OF LITERATURE

been a kind of transient craftsmanship which existed just for the length of its execution until the creation and
improvement of sound account gadgets and composed melodies.

Role of Music in Society Like composed writing, music has different capacities crosswise over societies and
social orders. It is, for example, generally utilized as a part of religious customs; in aggregate work to empower
specialists in rural fields especially in Africa, in assemble amusement like heart stimulating exercise, and in functions,
for example, relational unions, feasts, and so forth. In addition, essentially in numerous nonwestern nations like in
Africa, music has been utilized by Africans for a long time before the landing of the main European or Arab in Africa to
teach, manage, educate, prompt and get ready social orders to confront and tackle certain troublesome
circumstances like wars, passing, and so on. Indeed, even at home, music is additionally utilized for various reasons.
For example, guardians utilize bedtime songs to enable their infants to rest rapidly now and again and in different
cases guardians would read or recount stories to enable their youngsters to nod off as it is ordinarily done in the West.
This brings us to absolute that music has existed since the start of humanity and it came in various classifications and
shapes and, for different purposes relying upon the group of onlookers simply like unadulterated oral or composed
writing. Music came in the types of ritualistic music utilized as a part of places of worship, as serenades or plain tunes
which were just in view of the human voice without the association of any instrument of music. This last type of music
is called and known as a Cappella which is the inverse of instrumental music.

There is additionally a frame alluded to as mainstream music which has nothing to do with religion. That
mainstream music is partitioned into four sorts: ambiance music played for the sovereignty and honorability to
engage and unwind them; instrumental music which is most open and complex since it requires excessively
coordinations; prominent music with a wide gathering of people (shake, society, nation, rap and different writes). Jazz,
beginning from the United States, is a mix of dramatization and music and musical drama; a story blending in a melody
writing as a discourse and music. Be that as it may, vocal music was the most conspicuous melodic sort for it is the most
characteristic means for individuals to communicate in festivities, in grieving and in presentations of adoration. It
currently winds up relevant to determine that a comprehension of the above about music demonstrates to us that it is
a kind of writing since it has a frame and a topic like verse, novel, dramatization, exposition and others.

ORATURE AND WRITTEN LITERATURE: THE LINK:

In the majority of Africa, oral writing can't be completely isolated from the kept in touch with one and even
Western writing likewise started from orality. Writing, regardless of what its temperament, is about a people, its life,
its mindset and its self-origination. Accordingly, writing is asserted and its motivation changes relying upon the
authentic and social settings. This is a result of the way that written works are not the same and that they are made for
different purposes, they change in view of the requirements of the social orders they are intended for. This is to state
that writing and society are reliant and interrelated; every one of them impacts each other. The author composes
what he supposes his gathering of people would be energetic about; the artist, the storyteller, and some other
craftsman would do what he supposes would be cherished by his group of onlookers. The craftsman who neglects to
adjust to his group of onlookers, in other words, who neglects to do what his gathering of people likes, would see his
work deteriorated. Indeed, even the primary worry of the craftsman ought to be roused by issues, substances and
risks of his general public and individuals. This is to involve that he ought to have in his psyche to encourage, direct and
educate his kin and society. It is in this light Chinua Achebe opines that: "the essayist can’t hope to be pardoned from
the undertaking of re-training and recovery that must be finished. Truth be told he should walk right in front, for he is
after all as Ezekiel Mphahlele says in his African Image—the delicate purpose of his locale" (1975:44).

Each kind of writing that we are discussing in this area has a few qualities. Oral writing utilizes nearly similar
highlights utilized as a part of composed writing inerfable from the connection between them in spite of the fact that
they are distinctive in shape. For example, individuals may experience scholarly gadgets, for example, style, rhythms,
diversion, symbolisms or illustrations and numerous other abstract components in both: composed and oral literary
works. Disregarding the undisputable connection that associates the two kinds of writing. The most observable
contrast amongst oral and composed written works is in their strategies for introduction. Oral writing is for the most
part in view of remembrance, act of spontaneity, development and recitation while composed writing depends on
composed letters and dedicated reiteration or propagation of composed forms with no change. This infers when
composed words are not effortlessly variable, in orature the storyteller may adjust the way he introduces a story the
same number of times each day as he wishes relying upon the event and the circumstance. More or less, the
wellspring of composed writing is orature like a tree and its foundations. This subsequently closer views they are
connected through a mother-and-little girl relationship.

**LITERATURE AS CULTURE**

Since we have just talked about what writing would it say it is, ends up relevant to likewise characterize and clarify what is culture? As per the online Merriam Webster’s lexicon, culture is “the convictions, traditions, expressions, and so on., of a specific culture, gathering, place, or time; it is a state of mind, carrying on, or working that exists in a place or association, (for example, a business)”. An comprehension of the word reference definition can lead us to clarify culture in another way. The way of life of a people is their lifestyle; it is the whole of estimations of development, every day propensities and practices, their state of mind and getting things done, their method for controlling nature and others. As opposed to what a few people thought, there is no awful or minor culture or individuals who have progress and others none. All societies or civilizations are vital to their proprietors. Writing isn’t isolated from culture since it is from culture that writing determined. This is to demonstrate that there is no writing without development and there is no human advancement without writing. Writing and culture are related and some even say that they are the same on the grounds that the previous reflects and advances the last through melodies, legends, fantasies, moves, sonnets, plays, books and papers in composed words or messages. For example, the way of life of a people is communicated through the writing of that gathering of individuals and is better comprehended by them on the grounds that every has an alternate way, their societies are therefore unique too relying upon which part of life is better worried in their life. In a few spots, standard convictions are overwhelming. In such places, the majority of their writing would be on their traditions. Those standard convictions could be in social structures: social qualities, religious patterns, convictions, custom services and different practices. In view of this, individuals can infer that writing, be it oral or composed, is will undoubtedly culture and the other way around and, the substance of any writing is the way of life that is in charge of its generation and presence. At the end of the day, no fitting gratefulness or investigation of any writing can really be viable exhaustively in the event that it doesn’t comprehend and consider the social measurement and parameters. This implies writing is the vehicle of culture and culture is the source and base of writing.

**IMPORTANCE OF LITERATURE AND THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE ARTIST**

Considering writing enables individuals to have a knowledge into their previous; an understanding which is accomplished through perusing and investigating composed and oral materials. By perusing scholarly messages, individuals can have a further noteworthy knowledge concerning how persuasive their past was and the path through which it can take care of business their future and advancement. Keeping in mind the end goal to be more proficient about the world, life, societies and encounters, individuals need to peruse more writing. What might a decent peruser know and find relies upon the substance of the materials read or introduced, and additionally on the socio-social and artistic foundation of the peruser. Through perusing writing regardless of what the nature, the peruser speaks with the writer of the work, he additionally speaks with his past and culture. Here, individuals ought to comprehend by the word “communicate”, the capacity of the peruser or the audience to appreciate the abstract works that are presented to him and in view of his self or culture in composed words to enhance the states of people and their social orders. As per Longinus:

The value of a work of literature can be assessed by introspection on the part of the reader or hearer: if he is carried away, transported, moved to ecstasy by the grandeur and passion of the work, then the work is good.

It might now be summed up that a standout amongst the most imperative elements of writing is to enhance the author, the peruser, society and the whole universe all in all. Through a decent comprehension of an abstract work, a person would have the capacity to look profound into himself and consider the great viewpoints and in addition the awful perspectives inside him, consequently inside each person. This examination of oneself through writing has been talked about in Joseph Conrad’s ‘Heart of Darkness’ (2010) and BuchiEmecheta’s ‘Second Class Citizen’ (1974). Truth be told, in his novella, Conrad is endeavoring to influence us to comprehend that every single individual are underhanded. A human being’s character and his profound quality change in view of the circumstance and nature in...
which he gets himself. Conrad indicates individuals in Heart of Darkness that man is by nature abhorrent and the shrewdness in him pushes him into doing awful things which, much of the time, he will be sad for regardless of whether he doesn’t say it straightforwardly. Despite the fact that this is the ethical exercise that can be drawn from Joseph Conrad’s ‘Heart of Darkness’, it is likewise clear in that content that Conrad indiscriminately or purposefully duplicates the same false ideological promulgations against Africa by contrarily depicting Africa and Africans. Through this work, individuals could likewise see that it advances Western human advancement to the detriment of that of Africa. Moreover, through writing; different parts of life are handled and managed in one way or the other. For example, George Orwell’s ‘Animal Farm’ (1945) is additionally a decent delineation of that. Orwell utilizes creature characters in a symbolic way to reprimand oppression in the Soviet Union. A comprehension of that oppression prompted a mass revolt. Amid the revolt, individuals could perceive how effortlessly people can likewise effectively sell out each other. In Emecheta’s work, she demonstrates the degree to which African ladies experience the ill effects of two noteworthy systems of persecution: prejudice and sexism. She likewise draws people’s consideration upon this reality, particularly, when African ladies move to a racially different society like London. Individuals can accordingly observe that Conrad, Orwell and Emecheta, underway recorded above, endeavor to revile and revise societal issues through writing regardless of whether that of Conrad can be faulty at various occurrences as a result of his ideological commitment and the point of view from which the peruser or commentator may expect to see it.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF LITERATURE

At to start with, the principle social capacity of writing was religious and ceremonial in the Ancient World. The compositions of that period were about religious convictions and practices of a given people, of a given culture. Antiquated Egyptian, Greek and Roman folklores had affected Western societies in their totality. That is because of the way that both written work and religion began in those countries, particularly in Egypt, and afterward made a trip to alternate parts of the universe. Nonetheless, it is imperative to determine that the causes of Greek and Roman fantasies are ever of Egypt and Mesopotamia. Let us additionally specify that African conventional writing had in this manner its underlying foundations in African customary religions and it was oral and communicated through tunes and stories which were kept by a gathering of chosen individuals known as „Djéli“ or griots in a few territories and alluded to with different names in other geological areas. Books and short stories as they are today were later advancements of oral writing. At first, the cutting edge novel was a record of long prevalent stories (particularly in the Italy of the thirteenth century) at the same time, in the eighteenth century, the novel is distinguished and connected with exposition accounts that created in Europe.

THE PROBLEMATIC ISSUE OF GOOD OR BAD LITERATURE

As anything done or made by Man, there are great and awful written works. Each work individuals do is focusing on something or someone. Writing is made or written to top off some particular purposes which rely upon the objective, the time and the earth. Since each branch of writing, oral or composed writing, goes for something, it is some of the time judged by its shoppers or the peruser. That is the manner by which a few bits of writing are qualified as great and others as awful. The decision of the descriptive words to judge anything depends on the people's needs and desires. A bit of work may be very much refreshing in a place at a given time however be ineffectively judged and dismissed in another piece of the universe. The negative valuation for writing is by and large because of the absence of its suitable understanding as a result of social reasons, and additionally the absence of enthusiasm for the topic managed in the work being referred to by the peruser. For instance, an European would most likely and adversely judge the subjects in SeydouBadian’s Sous L’Orage (1997) while a West African would love them and gain from them to enhance himself and his general public. The same would be valid for music or for some other sort of workmanship. Rap music is today extremely well known among young people all through the universe. Nonetheless, that Rap music is babbles, it is commotion in the ears of the general population who are maybe a couple ages more established than today’s age, particularly in the Malian setting. This is to remind the peruser that there is very great or awful writing since all written works are helpful in one way or the other if individuals are extremely enriched with the required artistic aptitudes to properly welcome any bit of writing in consistence with the general public in which it is created. At the end of the day, this means there is no writing which is superior to anything another, for every writing created has some social utility relying upon the peruser or the faultfinder. This additionally drives us to grill the conviction which comprises of rating some abstract works (Western literary works) as great or groups and others (African and non-western written works) as terrible.
CONCLUSION

Writing, in the greater part of its structures, is an instrument that can be utilized for the change of the human condition and nature in any given society. It can be a social stabilizer which could counteract numerous destroy and terrible circumstances of contention and issues to occur in the public arena. On the off chance that pioneers misuse writing decidedly, they would be great rulers, particularly, on account of Africa and creating nations where numerous military upsets and political insecurity could be kept away from. Understudies, kids and in addition grown-ups, the whole way across the landmass, can take in a ton from writing regardless of what the shape; for the most part from music, since the vast majority of African history comes in melodies and stories. As specified before, “EpopéeMandingue”; the stories of Djéli Baba Sissoko; the conundrums talked about around the fire during the evening, and so on…, all make us mindful of things from the past, the present and even future expectations. In the old world and in addition in the present, be it in Africa, Asia or Europe, any great bit of writing lauds a man, a gathering of individuals, a reality, or a decent activity with respect to one or numerous individuals. We additionally have written works which don’t celebrate yet reprimand a man, a gathering of individuals, a reality, or an awful activity with respect to one or numerous individuals. That feedback isn’t really negative; more often than not, craftsmen go for enhancing what was turning out badly, giving an ethical exercise on something not very much acknowledged. With everything taken into account, one might say that writing is life and life is writing since it causes us live respectively bitterly and in a superior world.
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